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A mostly fragile world
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A mostly unfree world
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A mostly undemocratic world
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A mostly economically unfree world
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China and the USA dominate international trade
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Share of global trade (imports and exports, goods and services), in %



Trade importance of USA vs. China (2000)
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>2x trade with China
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Trade importance of USA vs China (2020)
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China – a global player
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Chinas population has been shrinking since 2022
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Rapid decrease of chinese working population
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A new axis?
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Firms cannot turn away from geopolitics
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75% of trade volume with just four countries
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Development of Swiss exports of goods 1990-2021
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Western capital is the most important FDI source
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Foreign capital stocks 2019 in Switzerland
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Pressure on Switzerland is increasing
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Walking the tightrope
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Competitive foreign policy
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Switzerland as a «universal adaptor»
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Thank you for your attention.

Subscribe to the newsletter:
www.avenir-suisse.ch

http://www.avenir-suisse.ch/
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